
Botticelli-The Birth of Venus with baci, esselunga, barilla, PSP and easyjet/ 2012 / digital contents
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the birth of venus-after the Botticelli / 3D animation, 1min, for projection and monitor



Young sick Bacchus-after caravaggio-gold / 2016 / mixed media 130x120cm 



White snow -gold/ 2016 / mixed media 110x100cm 



Medusa-silver / 2016 / mixed media 110x100cm 



Fruits bascket-after caravaggio-gold / 2016 / mixed media 110x100cm 



Chanel shoes-gold / 2016 / mixed media 110x100cm 



Caravaggio-Narcissus with nescafe, LOREAL, cocacola, smartcar Lui v itton, chanel, michelin and panasonic / 2015/ digital contentsic



 Delacroix - La liberte guidant le peuple-with Lui v itton, chanel, loreal, tampax, danon, michelin, air bus, google / 2015 / digital contents 



Russo Japanese nav al battle-2015 / 2015 / digital contents 



Caravaggio,-young-sick-Bacchus-with nutella google psp mazinger, cupnoodle / 2015/ digital contentsic



the birth of venus on the aperipop car / 2015 



gioconda / 2014 / oil on the canvas / 50 x 60 cm 



The Death of the Virgin with psp / 2014 / oil on the canvas / 90 x 110 cm 



The Death of the Virgin with kitty / 2014 / oil on the canvas / 90 x 110 cm 



davide miney vs goliath kitty / 2014 / oil on the canvas / 60 x 50 cm 



Adoration of the Shepherds of the astronaut / 2014 / oil on the canvas / 90 x 110 cm 



The Birth of Venus / 2014 / silk screen / 70 x 50 cm / ed 30



hokusai-The Great Wave of Kanagawa  / 2014 / silk screen / 70 x 50 cm / ed 30



Super Armani Mickey / 2014 / oil on the canvas / 90 x 110 cm 



sweety duomo  2014 acrylic color  3 x 4 M



kingdom of sheeps
2014



Las meninas with zara cocacola kitty / 2014 / oil on the canvas / 90 x 120 cm 



salome blue ribon / 2014 / oil on the canvas / 120 x 90 cm 



Salome blue costume / 2012 / oil on the canvas / 90 x 100 cm 

Pink-Hokusai, theGraeteWave of Kanagawa with sweets monster / 2014 / Digital contents 



mary magdarena 2013 acrylic color  



Medusa02 / 2013 / oil on the canvas / 60 x 54 cm 



Judita / 2013 / oil on the canvas / 30x30cm



Salome blue costume / 2012 / oil on the canvas / 90 x 100 cm 



Leonardo da Vinci-The Last Supper with MC, easyjet, coca-cola, nutella, esselunga / IKEA, google and Ladygaga
/ 2012 / digital contents



Botticelli-The Birth of Venus / 2012 / Street panel for Mo.oM 300cm x 400cm



Venus with pasta / 2012 / Street panel for Mo.oM 300cm x 400cm



Las Meninas / 2012 / Street panel for Mo.oM 300cm x 400cm



Botticelli-The Birth of Venus / 2012 / Street panel for Mo.oM 300cm x 400cm



Hokusai-The Great Wave of Kanagawa with Mc, cupnoodle, kewpie,  kikkoman and kitty / 2012 / digital contents



la tour-Education of the Virgin with google, mc, kitty, barilla, nescafe and ipod / 2012 /digital contents



la tour-The Newborn Christ with starbucks, barilla, zara, nescafe, kikkoman, kitty and ipad
/ 2012 /digital contents



Salome of Kitty / 2012 / oil on the canvas /oil on the canvas. / 24 x 18 cm 



Las Meninas with cocacola,  cupnoodle, zara, kitty and PSP/ 2011/digital contents



melody waching tsunami on the youtube. / 2011 / digital contents



Caravaggio-Judith-Beheading-Holofernes with esselunga, latte bio and  milky. / 2011 / digital contents



venus with barilla and kikkoman and kewpie / 2011 /digital contents



SUPER USAPPE  / 2008 / video animation work : 2.48 min Link to Youtube

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-wHNO6K0z8&amp;list=PL01C94A47E4D381C6


KAGUYAHIME / 2008 / video animation work : 3.50 min Link to Youtube

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UqKQBleAgYk&amp;feature=relmfu


“io sono un mito”
ELECTA
2014



“Traduzione e parodia”
Caterina Mazza
2014



Vogue Italy 

June2012

PRESS: 



CANDY CANDY by Lidoa Bachis - 2015



ART Germany 2015



Botticelli 1445-2015 - the catalogue of exhibition “Botticelli Renaissance” in Gemäldegalerie Berlin 2015.



Tomoko Nagao is a Japanese artist presently living in Italy. Much of her work 
is centered around her view and interpretation of contemporary Japanese 
society. Born in Nagoya, Japan in the mid-70’s she is heavily influenced by 
consumer icons and mass produced characters such as Hello Kitty. She is a 
graduate of the Chelsea College Art &amp; Design in London

Q You use many characters and icons in your work taken from comics, 
animation, videogames and consumer goods. Are you making a negative 
statement about consumerism in Japan? Has the idea of “kawaii”in 
advertising been taken too far? How does the public react to your work?

I use the symbols in contemporary society- capitalism, mass production, 
consuming society, fast society (fast foods, fast fashion, fast transfer, fast 
entertainment; Trademarks such as Coca cola, McDonalds, Kikkoman-soy 
sauce in Japan, Barilla-pasta, Nutella-chocolate cream, Zara-fashion, Easy 
Jet- Plane, Google-Internet explorer, Apple Computer, plastic bags of 
Esselunga-supermarket in Italia, Hello Kitty- in Japan…etc. They surround 
us in the daily life. Since I was born in Japan in 1976, I have never seen 
anyplace in the world without Coca cola, McDonalds, Kitty, plastic bags of 
super market. They are reality of life for me. I feel a kind of poetry with 
them.
So, I am not using the image of consumer goods as negative, but it is not 
positive, too. Everyone knows them and everyone can have them. So it is 
useful global language for me.
They are a type of international, global language all over the world now 
because if you say “McDonalds” everyone can understand what it is, 
everywhere in the world.
The public reacts very well to me and my work. Vogue in Italy spoke 
about ecology in reference to my work “Hokusai- Great Wave of Kanagawa 
with Mc, Cupnoodle, Kikkoman, Cocacola and Kitty”, and REPUBBLICA and 
Corriere della Sera (large italian newspapers) spoke of consumer society 
in regard to my art, Christian Gancitano- art critic and CURATOR- speaks 
about Japanese pop culture and organized many shows titled 
“MICROPOP”-Nipposuggestioni.blogspot.it
I am happy to see so many people speaking about my art in different 
ways.

Q You have said you use a style called “JapaPop”. How does this differ from 
the “Kawaii” or cute style?

“JapaPop” I wanted to make a distinction between “American pop art”and 
“Japanese pop art”. I consider parts of my art to be similar to Pop art, like 
Andy Warhol, as it speaks about consumerism or pop culture. But now the 
consumer society is more complicated than before. It is much bigger, 
globalized and includes the issues of ecology.
“Kawaii” is the one kind of beauty or style, I use technically “kawaii” style 
to emphasize the concept. it is used, primarily, in Japanese society now.

Interview Eyestrane



Q Another of your works is “Botticelli-The Birth of Venus with Baci, 
Esselunga, Barilla, PSP and Easyjet. “ How did you get the concept for this 
piece and what does it mean to you to blend art and brands?

I was interested in blending the paintings before capitalism was started 
and the symbols of contemporary, consumer and global society.
I use Jesus, Venus, Bacchus, Princess Margarita, David, Goliath, from the 
classic paintings in Europe, such as, Caravaggio, Tiziano Vecellio, Diego 
Velázquez…etc. They are art from the age before capitalistic society was 
started.
I believe that everything is flattening in our society now. It is difficult to 
see the differences in everything.
Everyone can drink the same Coca-cola, eat Mc-donalds, Barilla, Nutella, 
explore with google, make friends on Facebook, wear Zara, fly with 
easy-jet… etc it is opening the door for everyone.
And also, if you want to see historical paintings, you can see in the 
Internet and download and print it out and take for yourself. Art is open 
for everyone, too. Everyone can enjoy art. It is not like the period of 
Caravaggio, Tiziano Vecellio, and Diego Velázquez where only people who 
had power and money could enjoy or buy.
The piece ”Botticelli-The Birth of Venus with Baci, Esselunga, Barilla, PSP 
and Easyjet.” , it is one of the most important artwork in Italia. She is 
goddess of love. So I put things in contemporary Italian society

Q You also re-interpret famous art icons and incorporate contemporary items 
in it like your work, Hokusai-The Great Wave of Kanagawa with cup o 
noodle, kewpie, kikkoman and kitty. Can you tell us the story behind this 
piece?

This artwork is special meaning for me. I put many messages in it. In the 
beginning I was scared of someone Japanese would be offended because 
the idea comes from the earthquake in Japan “Tohokuchihou 
taiheiyouoki” in 2011.
I saw many videos in Youtube, I was so shocked and sad. This artwork 
speaks about this sadness. I would not want to make artwork with 
individual emotions and opinions about the tragedy because I do not like 
use the tragedy of someone else for the subject of my art but I wanted to 
do something in this time.

Q A frequent character in your art is Hello Kitty. Little known, perhaps just 
outside of Japan, is the story of Yuko Shimizu the creator of Hello Kitty who 
was a designer at Sanrio in the 1970’s. The year before Hello Kitty was 
created Sanrio’s profits were $1.05 million. Now well more than half of 
Sanrio’s more than $1 billion in profits come from the more than 20 thousand 
Kitty products sold today. Yuko Shimizu made no money from her creation 
and remains virtually unknown. Did you know her story and is it one of the 
reasons you use her character so much in your work?

Yes, off course, I know her story. I am interested in it in the same as I am 
with the stories of McDonaldos or Cocacola or Kikkoman.etc.

I use Hello Kitty as an icon or symbol of consumer society because, kitty is 
a Japanese Princess in this consumer society. In my art work “tree 
princess” I put 17 century of Spanish princess “Margarita Teresa”, 
painted by Velázquez, “Coca-cola” princess of fast and mass foods in 
America and Japanese princess “hello kitty”. They are princesswho come 
from 3 different strong countries in different periods of time.
I like to use Kitty very much because she makes artwork much more 
contemporary and global.




